
Thank you for your business!
 
Dear Mr. & Mrs. Aaron,
 
Thank you for giving SCB Demo the opportunity to be of service to you.
 
It is our sincere hope that you are completely satisfied with our carpet cleaning service and will use our expertise again. We are 
always interested in suggestions that would allow us to improve upon our already high standards and encourage you to submit your 
thoughts.

We look forward to hearing from you and hope that you will allow us to help you in the future.
 

Your last carpet cleaning was on 12/11/2005. Your next cleaning is due this time next year.
   

ASK ABOUT OUR REFERRAL REWARDS PROGRAM.
Receive a credit towards your next cleaning for every person you refer!

 
 

Do you know about the other services we provide?
 

 
Sincerely,
Customer Support
SCB Demo

    SCB Demo

9141 E. Stockton Bl. 
Suite 250-154 
Elk Grove, CA 95624

Telephone: (888) 901-3300 
Fax: 

www.principalfocus.com

Tile and Grout Cleaning:
The mop is often the cleaning tool of choice for most home owners. Although this is 
great for everyday cleaning, eventually you start to notice the tile getting darker in 
the traffic areas. Mopping no longer gets the job done. Dirt and soil from the mop 
has been absorbed into the grout between the tile leaving it dull and grimy. With 
our cleaning system we will restore the natural beauty of your ceramic tile and grout 
quickly and economically.
 
Upholstery Cleaning:
How often do you wash your clothing? The same dirt, oils and microorganisms 
which accumulate on your attire are building on your furniture. We can restore and 
revitalize your furniture and help you protect your valuable investment. Studies 
show that cleaning your upholstery regularly can greatly improve the life of your 
furnishings.
 



Thank you for your business!
 
Dear Abdall,
 
Thank you for giving SCB Demo the opportunity to be of service to you.
 
It is our sincere hope that you are completely satisfied with our carpet cleaning service and will use our expertise again. We are 
always interested in suggestions that would allow us to improve upon our already high standards and encourage you to submit your 
thoughts.

We look forward to hearing from you and hope that you will allow us to help you in the future.
 

Your last carpet cleaning was on 12/13/2005. Your next cleaning is due this time next year.
   

ASK ABOUT OUR REFERRAL REWARDS PROGRAM.
Receive a credit towards your next cleaning for every person you refer!

 
 

Do you know about the other services we provide?
 

 
Sincerely,
Customer Support
SCB Demo

    SCB Demo

9141 E. Stockton Bl. 
Suite 250-154 
Elk Grove, CA 95624

Telephone: (888) 901-3300 
Fax: 

www.principalfocus.com

Tile and Grout Cleaning:
The mop is often the cleaning tool of choice for most home owners. Although this is 
great for everyday cleaning, eventually you start to notice the tile getting darker in 
the traffic areas. Mopping no longer gets the job done. Dirt and soil from the mop 
has been absorbed into the grout between the tile leaving it dull and grimy. With 
our cleaning system we will restore the natural beauty of your ceramic tile and grout 
quickly and economically.
 
Upholstery Cleaning:
How often do you wash your clothing? The same dirt, oils and microorganisms 
which accumulate on your attire are building on your furniture. We can restore and 
revitalize your furniture and help you protect your valuable investment. Studies 
show that cleaning your upholstery regularly can greatly improve the life of your 
furnishings.
 



Thank you for your business!
 
Dear Archie,
 
Thank you for giving SCB Demo the opportunity to be of service to you.
 
It is our sincere hope that you are completely satisfied with our carpet cleaning service and will use our expertise again. We are 
always interested in suggestions that would allow us to improve upon our already high standards and encourage you to submit your 
thoughts.

We look forward to hearing from you and hope that you will allow us to help you in the future.
 

Your last carpet cleaning was on 12/15/2005. Your next cleaning is due this time next year.
   

ASK ABOUT OUR REFERRAL REWARDS PROGRAM.
Receive a credit towards your next cleaning for every person you refer!

 
 

Do you know about the other services we provide?
 

 
Sincerely,
Customer Support
SCB Demo

    SCB Demo

9141 E. Stockton Bl. 
Suite 250-154 
Elk Grove, CA 95624

Telephone: (888) 901-3300 
Fax: 

www.principalfocus.com

Tile and Grout Cleaning:
The mop is often the cleaning tool of choice for most home owners. Although this is 
great for everyday cleaning, eventually you start to notice the tile getting darker in 
the traffic areas. Mopping no longer gets the job done. Dirt and soil from the mop 
has been absorbed into the grout between the tile leaving it dull and grimy. With 
our cleaning system we will restore the natural beauty of your ceramic tile and grout 
quickly and economically.
 
Upholstery Cleaning:
How often do you wash your clothing? The same dirt, oils and microorganisms 
which accumulate on your attire are building on your furniture. We can restore and 
revitalize your furniture and help you protect your valuable investment. Studies 
show that cleaning your upholstery regularly can greatly improve the life of your 
furnishings.
 



Thank you for your business!
 
Dear Baker,
 
Thank you for giving SCB Demo the opportunity to be of service to you.
 
It is our sincere hope that you are completely satisfied with our carpet cleaning service and will use our expertise again. We are 
always interested in suggestions that would allow us to improve upon our already high standards and encourage you to submit your 
thoughts.

We look forward to hearing from you and hope that you will allow us to help you in the future.
 

Your last carpet cleaning was on 12/13/2005. Your next cleaning is due this time next year.
   

ASK ABOUT OUR REFERRAL REWARDS PROGRAM.
Receive a credit towards your next cleaning for every person you refer!

 
 

Do you know about the other services we provide?
 

 
Sincerely,
Customer Support
SCB Demo

    SCB Demo

9141 E. Stockton Bl. 
Suite 250-154 
Elk Grove, CA 95624

Telephone: (888) 901-3300 
Fax: 

www.principalfocus.com

Tile and Grout Cleaning:
The mop is often the cleaning tool of choice for most home owners. Although this is 
great for everyday cleaning, eventually you start to notice the tile getting darker in 
the traffic areas. Mopping no longer gets the job done. Dirt and soil from the mop 
has been absorbed into the grout between the tile leaving it dull and grimy. With 
our cleaning system we will restore the natural beauty of your ceramic tile and grout 
quickly and economically.
 
Upholstery Cleaning:
How often do you wash your clothing? The same dirt, oils and microorganisms 
which accumulate on your attire are building on your furniture. We can restore and 
revitalize your furniture and help you protect your valuable investment. Studies 
show that cleaning your upholstery regularly can greatly improve the life of your 
furnishings.
 



Thank you for your business!
 
Dear Bonilla,
 
Thank you for giving SCB Demo the opportunity to be of service to you.
 
It is our sincere hope that you are completely satisfied with our carpet cleaning service and will use our expertise again. We are 
always interested in suggestions that would allow us to improve upon our already high standards and encourage you to submit your 
thoughts.

We look forward to hearing from you and hope that you will allow us to help you in the future.
 

Your last carpet cleaning was on 12/12/2005. Your next cleaning is due this time next year.
   

ASK ABOUT OUR REFERRAL REWARDS PROGRAM.
Receive a credit towards your next cleaning for every person you refer!

 
 

Do you know about the other services we provide?
 

 
Sincerely,
Customer Support
SCB Demo

    SCB Demo

9141 E. Stockton Bl. 
Suite 250-154 
Elk Grove, CA 95624

Telephone: (888) 901-3300 
Fax: 

www.principalfocus.com

Tile and Grout Cleaning:
The mop is often the cleaning tool of choice for most home owners. Although this is 
great for everyday cleaning, eventually you start to notice the tile getting darker in 
the traffic areas. Mopping no longer gets the job done. Dirt and soil from the mop 
has been absorbed into the grout between the tile leaving it dull and grimy. With 
our cleaning system we will restore the natural beauty of your ceramic tile and grout 
quickly and economically.
 
Upholstery Cleaning:
How often do you wash your clothing? The same dirt, oils and microorganisms 
which accumulate on your attire are building on your furniture. We can restore and 
revitalize your furniture and help you protect your valuable investment. Studies 
show that cleaning your upholstery regularly can greatly improve the life of your 
furnishings.
 



Thank you for your business!
 
Dear Bullock,
 
Thank you for giving SCB Demo the opportunity to be of service to you.
 
It is our sincere hope that you are completely satisfied with our carpet cleaning service and will use our expertise again. We are 
always interested in suggestions that would allow us to improve upon our already high standards and encourage you to submit your 
thoughts.

We look forward to hearing from you and hope that you will allow us to help you in the future.
 

Your last carpet cleaning was on 12/12/2005. Your next cleaning is due this time next year.
   

ASK ABOUT OUR REFERRAL REWARDS PROGRAM.
Receive a credit towards your next cleaning for every person you refer!

 
 

Do you know about the other services we provide?
 

 
Sincerely,
Customer Support
SCB Demo

    SCB Demo

9141 E. Stockton Bl. 
Suite 250-154 
Elk Grove, CA 95624

Telephone: (888) 901-3300 
Fax: 

www.principalfocus.com

Tile and Grout Cleaning:
The mop is often the cleaning tool of choice for most home owners. Although this is 
great for everyday cleaning, eventually you start to notice the tile getting darker in 
the traffic areas. Mopping no longer gets the job done. Dirt and soil from the mop 
has been absorbed into the grout between the tile leaving it dull and grimy. With 
our cleaning system we will restore the natural beauty of your ceramic tile and grout 
quickly and economically.
 
Upholstery Cleaning:
How often do you wash your clothing? The same dirt, oils and microorganisms 
which accumulate on your attire are building on your furniture. We can restore and 
revitalize your furniture and help you protect your valuable investment. Studies 
show that cleaning your upholstery regularly can greatly improve the life of your 
furnishings.
 



Thank you for your business!
 
Dear Chandra,
 
Thank you for giving SCB Demo the opportunity to be of service to you.
 
It is our sincere hope that you are completely satisfied with our carpet cleaning service and will use our expertise again. We are 
always interested in suggestions that would allow us to improve upon our already high standards and encourage you to submit your 
thoughts.

We look forward to hearing from you and hope that you will allow us to help you in the future.
 

Your last carpet cleaning was on 12/14/2005. Your next cleaning is due this time next year.
   

ASK ABOUT OUR REFERRAL REWARDS PROGRAM.
Receive a credit towards your next cleaning for every person you refer!

 
 

Do you know about the other services we provide?
 

 
Sincerely,
Customer Support
SCB Demo

    SCB Demo

9141 E. Stockton Bl. 
Suite 250-154 
Elk Grove, CA 95624

Telephone: (888) 901-3300 
Fax: 

www.principalfocus.com

Tile and Grout Cleaning:
The mop is often the cleaning tool of choice for most home owners. Although this is 
great for everyday cleaning, eventually you start to notice the tile getting darker in 
the traffic areas. Mopping no longer gets the job done. Dirt and soil from the mop 
has been absorbed into the grout between the tile leaving it dull and grimy. With 
our cleaning system we will restore the natural beauty of your ceramic tile and grout 
quickly and economically.
 
Upholstery Cleaning:
How often do you wash your clothing? The same dirt, oils and microorganisms 
which accumulate on your attire are building on your furniture. We can restore and 
revitalize your furniture and help you protect your valuable investment. Studies 
show that cleaning your upholstery regularly can greatly improve the life of your 
furnishings.
 



Thank you for your business!
 
Dear Cline,
 
Thank you for giving SCB Demo the opportunity to be of service to you.
 
It is our sincere hope that you are completely satisfied with our carpet cleaning service and will use our expertise again. We are 
always interested in suggestions that would allow us to improve upon our already high standards and encourage you to submit your 
thoughts.

We look forward to hearing from you and hope that you will allow us to help you in the future.
 

Your last carpet cleaning was on 12/15/2005. Your next cleaning is due this time next year.
   

ASK ABOUT OUR REFERRAL REWARDS PROGRAM.
Receive a credit towards your next cleaning for every person you refer!

 
 

Do you know about the other services we provide?
 

 
Sincerely,
Customer Support
SCB Demo

    SCB Demo

9141 E. Stockton Bl. 
Suite 250-154 
Elk Grove, CA 95624

Telephone: (888) 901-3300 
Fax: 

www.principalfocus.com

Tile and Grout Cleaning:
The mop is often the cleaning tool of choice for most home owners. Although this is 
great for everyday cleaning, eventually you start to notice the tile getting darker in 
the traffic areas. Mopping no longer gets the job done. Dirt and soil from the mop 
has been absorbed into the grout between the tile leaving it dull and grimy. With 
our cleaning system we will restore the natural beauty of your ceramic tile and grout 
quickly and economically.
 
Upholstery Cleaning:
How often do you wash your clothing? The same dirt, oils and microorganisms 
which accumulate on your attire are building on your furniture. We can restore and 
revitalize your furniture and help you protect your valuable investment. Studies 
show that cleaning your upholstery regularly can greatly improve the life of your 
furnishings.
 



Thank you for your business!
 
Dear Contre,
 
Thank you for giving SCB Demo the opportunity to be of service to you.
 
It is our sincere hope that you are completely satisfied with our carpet cleaning service and will use our expertise again. We are 
always interested in suggestions that would allow us to improve upon our already high standards and encourage you to submit your 
thoughts.

We look forward to hearing from you and hope that you will allow us to help you in the future.
 

Your last carpet cleaning was on 12/15/2005. Your next cleaning is due this time next year.
   

ASK ABOUT OUR REFERRAL REWARDS PROGRAM.
Receive a credit towards your next cleaning for every person you refer!

 
 

Do you know about the other services we provide?
 

 
Sincerely,
Customer Support
SCB Demo

    SCB Demo

9141 E. Stockton Bl. 
Suite 250-154 
Elk Grove, CA 95624

Telephone: (888) 901-3300 
Fax: 

www.principalfocus.com

Tile and Grout Cleaning:
The mop is often the cleaning tool of choice for most home owners. Although this is 
great for everyday cleaning, eventually you start to notice the tile getting darker in 
the traffic areas. Mopping no longer gets the job done. Dirt and soil from the mop 
has been absorbed into the grout between the tile leaving it dull and grimy. With 
our cleaning system we will restore the natural beauty of your ceramic tile and grout 
quickly and economically.
 
Upholstery Cleaning:
How often do you wash your clothing? The same dirt, oils and microorganisms 
which accumulate on your attire are building on your furniture. We can restore and 
revitalize your furniture and help you protect your valuable investment. Studies 
show that cleaning your upholstery regularly can greatly improve the life of your 
furnishings.
 



Thank you for your business!
 
Dear Dhir,
 
Thank you for giving SCB Demo the opportunity to be of service to you.
 
It is our sincere hope that you are completely satisfied with our carpet cleaning service and will use our expertise again. We are 
always interested in suggestions that would allow us to improve upon our already high standards and encourage you to submit your 
thoughts.

We look forward to hearing from you and hope that you will allow us to help you in the future.
 

Your last carpet cleaning was on 12/13/2005. Your next cleaning is due this time next year.
   

ASK ABOUT OUR REFERRAL REWARDS PROGRAM.
Receive a credit towards your next cleaning for every person you refer!

 
 

Do you know about the other services we provide?
 

 
Sincerely,
Customer Support
SCB Demo

    SCB Demo

9141 E. Stockton Bl. 
Suite 250-154 
Elk Grove, CA 95624

Telephone: (888) 901-3300 
Fax: 

www.principalfocus.com

Tile and Grout Cleaning:
The mop is often the cleaning tool of choice for most home owners. Although this is 
great for everyday cleaning, eventually you start to notice the tile getting darker in 
the traffic areas. Mopping no longer gets the job done. Dirt and soil from the mop 
has been absorbed into the grout between the tile leaving it dull and grimy. With 
our cleaning system we will restore the natural beauty of your ceramic tile and grout 
quickly and economically.
 
Upholstery Cleaning:
How often do you wash your clothing? The same dirt, oils and microorganisms 
which accumulate on your attire are building on your furniture. We can restore and 
revitalize your furniture and help you protect your valuable investment. Studies 
show that cleaning your upholstery regularly can greatly improve the life of your 
furnishings.
 



Thank you for your business!
 
Dear Ellen,
 
Thank you for giving SCB Demo the opportunity to be of service to you.
 
It is our sincere hope that you are completely satisfied with our carpet cleaning service and will use our expertise again. We are 
always interested in suggestions that would allow us to improve upon our already high standards and encourage you to submit your 
thoughts.

We look forward to hearing from you and hope that you will allow us to help you in the future.
 

Your last carpet cleaning was on 12/14/2005. Your next cleaning is due this time next year.
   

ASK ABOUT OUR REFERRAL REWARDS PROGRAM.
Receive a credit towards your next cleaning for every person you refer!

 
 

Do you know about the other services we provide?
 

 
Sincerely,
Customer Support
SCB Demo

    SCB Demo

9141 E. Stockton Bl. 
Suite 250-154 
Elk Grove, CA 95624

Telephone: (888) 901-3300 
Fax: 

www.principalfocus.com

Tile and Grout Cleaning:
The mop is often the cleaning tool of choice for most home owners. Although this is 
great for everyday cleaning, eventually you start to notice the tile getting darker in 
the traffic areas. Mopping no longer gets the job done. Dirt and soil from the mop 
has been absorbed into the grout between the tile leaving it dull and grimy. With 
our cleaning system we will restore the natural beauty of your ceramic tile and grout 
quickly and economically.
 
Upholstery Cleaning:
How often do you wash your clothing? The same dirt, oils and microorganisms 
which accumulate on your attire are building on your furniture. We can restore and 
revitalize your furniture and help you protect your valuable investment. Studies 
show that cleaning your upholstery regularly can greatly improve the life of your 
furnishings.
 



Thank you for your business!
 
Dear Evans,
 
Thank you for giving SCB Demo the opportunity to be of service to you.
 
It is our sincere hope that you are completely satisfied with our carpet cleaning service and will use our expertise again. We are 
always interested in suggestions that would allow us to improve upon our already high standards and encourage you to submit your 
thoughts.

We look forward to hearing from you and hope that you will allow us to help you in the future.
 

Your last carpet cleaning was on 12/10/2005. Your next cleaning is due this time next year.
   

ASK ABOUT OUR REFERRAL REWARDS PROGRAM.
Receive a credit towards your next cleaning for every person you refer!

 
 

Do you know about the other services we provide?
 

 
Sincerely,
Customer Support
SCB Demo

    SCB Demo

9141 E. Stockton Bl. 
Suite 250-154 
Elk Grove, CA 95624

Telephone: (888) 901-3300 
Fax: 

www.principalfocus.com

Tile and Grout Cleaning:
The mop is often the cleaning tool of choice for most home owners. Although this is 
great for everyday cleaning, eventually you start to notice the tile getting darker in 
the traffic areas. Mopping no longer gets the job done. Dirt and soil from the mop 
has been absorbed into the grout between the tile leaving it dull and grimy. With 
our cleaning system we will restore the natural beauty of your ceramic tile and grout 
quickly and economically.
 
Upholstery Cleaning:
How often do you wash your clothing? The same dirt, oils and microorganisms 
which accumulate on your attire are building on your furniture. We can restore and 
revitalize your furniture and help you protect your valuable investment. Studies 
show that cleaning your upholstery regularly can greatly improve the life of your 
furnishings.
 



Thank you for your business!
 
Dear Gant,
 
Thank you for giving SCB Demo the opportunity to be of service to you.
 
It is our sincere hope that you are completely satisfied with our carpet cleaning service and will use our expertise again. We are 
always interested in suggestions that would allow us to improve upon our already high standards and encourage you to submit your 
thoughts.

We look forward to hearing from you and hope that you will allow us to help you in the future.
 

Your last carpet cleaning was on 12/12/2005. Your next cleaning is due this time next year.
   

ASK ABOUT OUR REFERRAL REWARDS PROGRAM.
Receive a credit towards your next cleaning for every person you refer!

 
 

Do you know about the other services we provide?
 

 
Sincerely,
Customer Support
SCB Demo

    SCB Demo

9141 E. Stockton Bl. 
Suite 250-154 
Elk Grove, CA 95624

Telephone: (888) 901-3300 
Fax: 

www.principalfocus.com

Tile and Grout Cleaning:
The mop is often the cleaning tool of choice for most home owners. Although this is 
great for everyday cleaning, eventually you start to notice the tile getting darker in 
the traffic areas. Mopping no longer gets the job done. Dirt and soil from the mop 
has been absorbed into the grout between the tile leaving it dull and grimy. With 
our cleaning system we will restore the natural beauty of your ceramic tile and grout 
quickly and economically.
 
Upholstery Cleaning:
How often do you wash your clothing? The same dirt, oils and microorganisms 
which accumulate on your attire are building on your furniture. We can restore and 
revitalize your furniture and help you protect your valuable investment. Studies 
show that cleaning your upholstery regularly can greatly improve the life of your 
furnishings.
 



Thank you for your business!
 
Dear Hernan,
 
Thank you for giving SCB Demo the opportunity to be of service to you.
 
It is our sincere hope that you are completely satisfied with our carpet cleaning service and will use our expertise again. We are 
always interested in suggestions that would allow us to improve upon our already high standards and encourage you to submit your 
thoughts.

We look forward to hearing from you and hope that you will allow us to help you in the future.
 

Your last carpet cleaning was on 12/15/2005. Your next cleaning is due this time next year.
   

ASK ABOUT OUR REFERRAL REWARDS PROGRAM.
Receive a credit towards your next cleaning for every person you refer!

 
 

Do you know about the other services we provide?
 

 
Sincerely,
Customer Support
SCB Demo

    SCB Demo

9141 E. Stockton Bl. 
Suite 250-154 
Elk Grove, CA 95624

Telephone: (888) 901-3300 
Fax: 

www.principalfocus.com

Tile and Grout Cleaning:
The mop is often the cleaning tool of choice for most home owners. Although this is 
great for everyday cleaning, eventually you start to notice the tile getting darker in 
the traffic areas. Mopping no longer gets the job done. Dirt and soil from the mop 
has been absorbed into the grout between the tile leaving it dull and grimy. With 
our cleaning system we will restore the natural beauty of your ceramic tile and grout 
quickly and economically.
 
Upholstery Cleaning:
How often do you wash your clothing? The same dirt, oils and microorganisms 
which accumulate on your attire are building on your furniture. We can restore and 
revitalize your furniture and help you protect your valuable investment. Studies 
show that cleaning your upholstery regularly can greatly improve the life of your 
furnishings.
 



Thank you for your business!
 
Dear Hinton,
 
Thank you for giving SCB Demo the opportunity to be of service to you.
 
It is our sincere hope that you are completely satisfied with our carpet cleaning service and will use our expertise again. We are 
always interested in suggestions that would allow us to improve upon our already high standards and encourage you to submit your 
thoughts.

We look forward to hearing from you and hope that you will allow us to help you in the future.
 

Your last carpet cleaning was on 12/15/2005. Your next cleaning is due this time next year.
   

ASK ABOUT OUR REFERRAL REWARDS PROGRAM.
Receive a credit towards your next cleaning for every person you refer!

 
 

Do you know about the other services we provide?
 

 
Sincerely,
Customer Support
SCB Demo

    SCB Demo

9141 E. Stockton Bl. 
Suite 250-154 
Elk Grove, CA 95624

Telephone: (888) 901-3300 
Fax: 

www.principalfocus.com

Tile and Grout Cleaning:
The mop is often the cleaning tool of choice for most home owners. Although this is 
great for everyday cleaning, eventually you start to notice the tile getting darker in 
the traffic areas. Mopping no longer gets the job done. Dirt and soil from the mop 
has been absorbed into the grout between the tile leaving it dull and grimy. With 
our cleaning system we will restore the natural beauty of your ceramic tile and grout 
quickly and economically.
 
Upholstery Cleaning:
How often do you wash your clothing? The same dirt, oils and microorganisms 
which accumulate on your attire are building on your furniture. We can restore and 
revitalize your furniture and help you protect your valuable investment. Studies 
show that cleaning your upholstery regularly can greatly improve the life of your 
furnishings.
 



Thank you for your business!
 
Dear Martin,
 
Thank you for giving SCB Demo the opportunity to be of service to you.
 
It is our sincere hope that you are completely satisfied with our carpet cleaning service and will use our expertise again. We are 
always interested in suggestions that would allow us to improve upon our already high standards and encourage you to submit your 
thoughts.

We look forward to hearing from you and hope that you will allow us to help you in the future.
 

Your last carpet cleaning was on 12/13/2005. Your next cleaning is due this time next year.
   

ASK ABOUT OUR REFERRAL REWARDS PROGRAM.
Receive a credit towards your next cleaning for every person you refer!

 
 

Do you know about the other services we provide?
 

 
Sincerely,
Customer Support
SCB Demo

    SCB Demo

9141 E. Stockton Bl. 
Suite 250-154 
Elk Grove, CA 95624

Telephone: (888) 901-3300 
Fax: 

www.principalfocus.com

Tile and Grout Cleaning:
The mop is often the cleaning tool of choice for most home owners. Although this is 
great for everyday cleaning, eventually you start to notice the tile getting darker in 
the traffic areas. Mopping no longer gets the job done. Dirt and soil from the mop 
has been absorbed into the grout between the tile leaving it dull and grimy. With 
our cleaning system we will restore the natural beauty of your ceramic tile and grout 
quickly and economically.
 
Upholstery Cleaning:
How often do you wash your clothing? The same dirt, oils and microorganisms 
which accumulate on your attire are building on your furniture. We can restore and 
revitalize your furniture and help you protect your valuable investment. Studies 
show that cleaning your upholstery regularly can greatly improve the life of your 
furnishings.
 



Thank you for your business!
 
Dear Marz,
 
Thank you for giving SCB Demo the opportunity to be of service to you.
 
It is our sincere hope that you are completely satisfied with our carpet cleaning service and will use our expertise again. We are 
always interested in suggestions that would allow us to improve upon our already high standards and encourage you to submit your 
thoughts.

We look forward to hearing from you and hope that you will allow us to help you in the future.
 

Your last carpet cleaning was on 12/14/2005. Your next cleaning is due this time next year.
   

ASK ABOUT OUR REFERRAL REWARDS PROGRAM.
Receive a credit towards your next cleaning for every person you refer!

 
 

Do you know about the other services we provide?
 

 
Sincerely,
Customer Support
SCB Demo

    SCB Demo

9141 E. Stockton Bl. 
Suite 250-154 
Elk Grove, CA 95624

Telephone: (888) 901-3300 
Fax: 

www.principalfocus.com

Tile and Grout Cleaning:
The mop is often the cleaning tool of choice for most home owners. Although this is 
great for everyday cleaning, eventually you start to notice the tile getting darker in 
the traffic areas. Mopping no longer gets the job done. Dirt and soil from the mop 
has been absorbed into the grout between the tile leaving it dull and grimy. With 
our cleaning system we will restore the natural beauty of your ceramic tile and grout 
quickly and economically.
 
Upholstery Cleaning:
How often do you wash your clothing? The same dirt, oils and microorganisms 
which accumulate on your attire are building on your furniture. We can restore and 
revitalize your furniture and help you protect your valuable investment. Studies 
show that cleaning your upholstery regularly can greatly improve the life of your 
furnishings.
 



Thank you for your business!
 
Dear Maynar,
 
Thank you for giving SCB Demo the opportunity to be of service to you.
 
It is our sincere hope that you are completely satisfied with our carpet cleaning service and will use our expertise again. We are 
always interested in suggestions that would allow us to improve upon our already high standards and encourage you to submit your 
thoughts.

We look forward to hearing from you and hope that you will allow us to help you in the future.
 

Your last carpet cleaning was on 12/15/2005. Your next cleaning is due this time next year.
   

ASK ABOUT OUR REFERRAL REWARDS PROGRAM.
Receive a credit towards your next cleaning for every person you refer!

 
 

Do you know about the other services we provide?
 

 
Sincerely,
Customer Support
SCB Demo

    SCB Demo

9141 E. Stockton Bl. 
Suite 250-154 
Elk Grove, CA 95624

Telephone: (888) 901-3300 
Fax: 

www.principalfocus.com

Tile and Grout Cleaning:
The mop is often the cleaning tool of choice for most home owners. Although this is 
great for everyday cleaning, eventually you start to notice the tile getting darker in 
the traffic areas. Mopping no longer gets the job done. Dirt and soil from the mop 
has been absorbed into the grout between the tile leaving it dull and grimy. With 
our cleaning system we will restore the natural beauty of your ceramic tile and grout 
quickly and economically.
 
Upholstery Cleaning:
How often do you wash your clothing? The same dirt, oils and microorganisms 
which accumulate on your attire are building on your furniture. We can restore and 
revitalize your furniture and help you protect your valuable investment. Studies 
show that cleaning your upholstery regularly can greatly improve the life of your 
furnishings.
 



Thank you for your business!
 
Dear Sayabouipheth,
 
Thank you for giving SCB Demo the opportunity to be of service to you.
 
It is our sincere hope that you are completely satisfied with our carpet cleaning service and will use our expertise again. We are 
always interested in suggestions that would allow us to improve upon our already high standards and encourage you to submit your 
thoughts.

We look forward to hearing from you and hope that you will allow us to help you in the future.
 

Your last carpet cleaning was on 12/14/2005. Your next cleaning is due this time next year.
   

ASK ABOUT OUR REFERRAL REWARDS PROGRAM.
Receive a credit towards your next cleaning for every person you refer!

 
 

Do you know about the other services we provide?
 

 
Sincerely,
Customer Support
SCB Demo

    SCB Demo

9141 E. Stockton Bl. 
Suite 250-154 
Elk Grove, CA 95624

Telephone: (888) 901-3300 
Fax: 

www.principalfocus.com

Tile and Grout Cleaning:
The mop is often the cleaning tool of choice for most home owners. Although this is 
great for everyday cleaning, eventually you start to notice the tile getting darker in 
the traffic areas. Mopping no longer gets the job done. Dirt and soil from the mop 
has been absorbed into the grout between the tile leaving it dull and grimy. With 
our cleaning system we will restore the natural beauty of your ceramic tile and grout 
quickly and economically.
 
Upholstery Cleaning:
How often do you wash your clothing? The same dirt, oils and microorganisms 
which accumulate on your attire are building on your furniture. We can restore and 
revitalize your furniture and help you protect your valuable investment. Studies 
show that cleaning your upholstery regularly can greatly improve the life of your 
furnishings.
 



Thank you for your business!
 
Dear Sumlin,
 
Thank you for giving SCB Demo the opportunity to be of service to you.
 
It is our sincere hope that you are completely satisfied with our carpet cleaning service and will use our expertise again. We are 
always interested in suggestions that would allow us to improve upon our already high standards and encourage you to submit your 
thoughts.

We look forward to hearing from you and hope that you will allow us to help you in the future.
 

Your last carpet cleaning was on 12/12/2005. Your next cleaning is due this time next year.
   

ASK ABOUT OUR REFERRAL REWARDS PROGRAM.
Receive a credit towards your next cleaning for every person you refer!

 
 

Do you know about the other services we provide?
 

 
Sincerely,
Customer Support
SCB Demo

    SCB Demo

9141 E. Stockton Bl. 
Suite 250-154 
Elk Grove, CA 95624

Telephone: (888) 901-3300 
Fax: 

www.principalfocus.com

Tile and Grout Cleaning:
The mop is often the cleaning tool of choice for most home owners. Although this is 
great for everyday cleaning, eventually you start to notice the tile getting darker in 
the traffic areas. Mopping no longer gets the job done. Dirt and soil from the mop 
has been absorbed into the grout between the tile leaving it dull and grimy. With 
our cleaning system we will restore the natural beauty of your ceramic tile and grout 
quickly and economically.
 
Upholstery Cleaning:
How often do you wash your clothing? The same dirt, oils and microorganisms 
which accumulate on your attire are building on your furniture. We can restore and 
revitalize your furniture and help you protect your valuable investment. Studies 
show that cleaning your upholstery regularly can greatly improve the life of your 
furnishings.
 



Thank you for your business!
 
Dear Tran,
 
Thank you for giving SCB Demo the opportunity to be of service to you.
 
It is our sincere hope that you are completely satisfied with our carpet cleaning service and will use our expertise again. We are 
always interested in suggestions that would allow us to improve upon our already high standards and encourage you to submit your 
thoughts.

We look forward to hearing from you and hope that you will allow us to help you in the future.
 

Your last carpet cleaning was on 12/14/2005. Your next cleaning is due this time next year.
   

ASK ABOUT OUR REFERRAL REWARDS PROGRAM.
Receive a credit towards your next cleaning for every person you refer!

 
 

Do you know about the other services we provide?
 

 
Sincerely,
Customer Support
SCB Demo

    SCB Demo

9141 E. Stockton Bl. 
Suite 250-154 
Elk Grove, CA 95624

Telephone: (888) 901-3300 
Fax: 

www.principalfocus.com

Tile and Grout Cleaning:
The mop is often the cleaning tool of choice for most home owners. Although this is 
great for everyday cleaning, eventually you start to notice the tile getting darker in 
the traffic areas. Mopping no longer gets the job done. Dirt and soil from the mop 
has been absorbed into the grout between the tile leaving it dull and grimy. With 
our cleaning system we will restore the natural beauty of your ceramic tile and grout 
quickly and economically.
 
Upholstery Cleaning:
How often do you wash your clothing? The same dirt, oils and microorganisms 
which accumulate on your attire are building on your furniture. We can restore and 
revitalize your furniture and help you protect your valuable investment. Studies 
show that cleaning your upholstery regularly can greatly improve the life of your 
furnishings.
 



Thank you for your business!
 
Dear Tuck,
 
Thank you for giving SCB Demo the opportunity to be of service to you.
 
It is our sincere hope that you are completely satisfied with our carpet cleaning service and will use our expertise again. We are 
always interested in suggestions that would allow us to improve upon our already high standards and encourage you to submit your 
thoughts.

We look forward to hearing from you and hope that you will allow us to help you in the future.
 

Your last carpet cleaning was on 12/13/2005. Your next cleaning is due this time next year.
   

ASK ABOUT OUR REFERRAL REWARDS PROGRAM.
Receive a credit towards your next cleaning for every person you refer!

 
 

Do you know about the other services we provide?
 

 
Sincerely,
Customer Support
SCB Demo

    SCB Demo

9141 E. Stockton Bl. 
Suite 250-154 
Elk Grove, CA 95624

Telephone: (888) 901-3300 
Fax: 

www.principalfocus.com

Tile and Grout Cleaning:
The mop is often the cleaning tool of choice for most home owners. Although this is 
great for everyday cleaning, eventually you start to notice the tile getting darker in 
the traffic areas. Mopping no longer gets the job done. Dirt and soil from the mop 
has been absorbed into the grout between the tile leaving it dull and grimy. With 
our cleaning system we will restore the natural beauty of your ceramic tile and grout 
quickly and economically.
 
Upholstery Cleaning:
How often do you wash your clothing? The same dirt, oils and microorganisms 
which accumulate on your attire are building on your furniture. We can restore and 
revitalize your furniture and help you protect your valuable investment. Studies 
show that cleaning your upholstery regularly can greatly improve the life of your 
furnishings.
 


